
Before: Challenges & Opportunities

The inflexible traditional system was unable to provide sufficient information and hold the business back with only basic functionality.


Three D requires strict quality control processes with rapid delivery.


Lack of functionality within the existing system had made it cumbersome for Three D to run their daily operations effectively.


Requirement of an integrated digital platform to accurately and efficiently manage sales, inventory, procurement, and financial accounting.


Relied upon spreadsheets, which were slow and sometimes led to inaccuracies.


SAP Business One is a robust enterprise resource planning solution specially designed for small and medium scale industries, which 

simplifies complex business operations. It helps to improve the results of different processes such as Purchase, Inventory, Accounts, 

and Sales with real-time connectivity.


Cinntra solves the needs of companies by facilitating state-of-the-art SAP B1 solutions with a 100 % success rate in ERP implementation. 

Our results-driven approach can be adjusted and scaled according to unique business requirements. Thus, the company can easily move 

its business forward.

After understanding the business challenges of Three D, Cinntra proposed an advanced automated solution that enabled the company to 

simplify and streamline its day-to-day processes, while integrating with cinntra’s developed add-ons that meet their unique short-term 

and long-term needs.

Why SAP and Cinntra Infotech

The customized SAP B1 solution running on the S/4 Hana database successfully went live. Their post-implementation report reflected an 

impressive increase in productivity, with the system repaying itself within the least time. Now they have access to real-time information 

through a single system containing financial, customer relationship management, sales & purchase, and management control 

capabilities.

After: Productivity Enhancements With Simplified Day-to-Day Operations Feature Partner

Three D Integrated Solutions Limited Conquers Business 
Processes Challenges with  and SAP Business One Cinntra Infotech

Three D is a brand agnostic organization specializing in the domain of 

Civil Aviation and Defense offering a wide range of mission-critical 

airport-related products and services at 33 Civil and 59 Defense 

airports. The group is well supported by over 900+ qualified 

professionals. Three D is an ISO9001, AS9100 and BCAS verified, 

DRDO, Mod, and NSIC registered organization. Three D is also duly 

verified and certified by Trace International – the international 

benchmark certification for commercial transparency. Three D has 

proven expertise in all four areas of Aviation - ATC/ATM, Air Side, 

Terminal Side, and Cargo Operations.





Three D is also duly verified and certified by Trace International – the 

international benchmark certification for commercial 

transparency.Three D has proven expertise in all four areas of Aviation 

- ATC/ATM, Air Side, Terminal Side and Cargo Operations. Organization 

is well supported by qualified professionals including trained Engineers 

and Project Managers, most of which are certified by our various 

global OEMs.


Customer Name - 


Three D Integrated Solutions Limited


http://www.threedis.com/


Industry - 


Airlines / Aviation


Featured Solutions -


SAP BUSINESS ONE with HANA Database


http://www.threedis.com/

